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Abstract

The ‘case’ this paper is dealing with is prosody research at the
Chair for Pattern Recognition at the University of Erlangen–
Nuremberg during the last fifteen years. We want to show how
this mirrors the development of prosody research within auto-
matic speech understanding in general. We sketch the realm
of prosody in automatic speech understanding and relate the
projects conducted to the research topics. This is illustrated in
more detail with experimental results obtained within the last
two years. Emphasis is put on the interplay between prosodic
information and other knowledge sources.

1. Introduction
In this paper, we want to sketch (1) the development of prosody
research in automatic speech understanding (ASU) during the
last 15 years and (2) especially during the last two years indicat-
ing promising trends for the next years to come. This might be
a reasonable thing to do in a workshop on prosody and speech
recognition� that takes place shortly after the turn of the cen-
tury – not to speak of the turn of the millennium. A thorough
account of this topic that takes into consideration all the work
that has been done so far at different sites is, however, beyond
the scope of this paper. We therefore want to concentrate on the
research on prosody that has been conducted at the Chair for
Pattern Recognition at the University of Erlangen–Nuremberg;
this is thus the ‘case study’ mentioned in the title of this paper.
We believe that this can be done because this work can be taken
as a sort of blueprint for other sites that sometimes had another
time table or another focus; the overall tendency is, however,
roughly the same.

If one wants to know exactly what’s going on, one has to
carefully manipulate and select the material, if one wants to
check whether it really works one has, alas, to use this informa-
tion within real-life settings. Thus, knowledge has been always
sort of ‘lagging behind’ in the sense that it is rather precise but
obtained for not fully realistic experimental settings. Ina very
early paper on automatic processing of prosody [21], Lieber-
man already stressed first the incompleteness of the prosodic
features used, and second, that prosody employs redundant in-
formation and trading relation between different featuresat the
same time. The material consisted of prosodic minimal pairs
and elicited, read speech. This has been (and quite often still
is) the usual way to exclude the multifarious intervening fac-
tors in real life situations. This approach from basic research
was taken over by the early attempts to incorporate prosodic
knowledge in ASU. Thus, in the eighties of the last century, we�Terminology is notoriously ambiguous – we want to reserve the
term ‘speech recognition’ for ‘pure’ word recognition, anduse ‘speech
understanding’ in a broad sense, encompassing all levels ofspeech pro-
cessing.

began with carefully selected material – also minimal pairs–
and with elicited speech. In the nineties, we started with uncon-
trolled spontaneous speech, taking into account more and more
not only prosodic but also other linguistic parameters.

In the following, we first try to relate the (diachronic) se-
quence of projects on prosody within ASU listed in section 2
with a (sort of synchronic) overview of relevant topics within
this field given in section 3. This relationship turns out to be sys-
tematic: we began with topics that represent linguistics proper,
as, e.g., boundaries, accents, and sentence modality, broaden-
ing the view in a second phase by taking into account pragmat-
ics (i.e., dialogue acts) as well. Then, speech in a wider, par-
alinguistic meaning became the object of investigation, namely
emotions and user states. Very recently, language and speech
are no longer the exclusive objects of research but are investi-
gated as some of many means to convey meaning and intention,
together with mimic and gesture. In section 4, we present recent
experimental results obtained within the last two years andap-
proaches based on these results that illustrate some of the main
topics dealt with before: feature evaluation, the combination of
knowledge sources for different tasks, and a new module for the
recognition of user states. We conclude with some remarks on
desiderata and likely trends in the near future.

Note that in this paper, we cannot introduce material, fea-
tures, and statistic procedures used in more detail; for that, we
have to refer to the pertinent papers. We concentrate on the ba-
sic approaches and on the experimental results which illustrate
the general tendencies outlined in this section and in section 2.

2. The Interplay between Research and
Projects

Researchers help defining the goals of projects and projectsde-
fine the work that has to be done by the researchers. New
projects have to introduce new features in order to be attrac-
tive enough. Since the mid eighties, our institute was closely
connected to or active in prosody research within the following
projects; for each project, duration, scenario, speech material,
and main topics are given:� DFG–projecty ‘modus–focus–intonation’ (in Munich),

1984–1989: elicited speech, prosodic marking of accents
and sentence modality� DFG–project ‘intonation–register–modus–focus’ (in
Munich), 1989–1992: spontaneous speech (‘blocks
world’), prosodic marking of accents and sentence
modality in spontaneous vs. read speechyDFG is the German Research Council; such grants are given to

basic research projects. All the other projects listed in this section were
funded by the German Ministry of Education, Science, Research, and
Technology (BMBF).



� speech understanding systems(‘Sprachverstehende
Systeme’), 1985–1990: also known as ‘SPICOS’,
elicited speech, automatic prediction of accent in Ger-
man, mainly used for word recognition� ASL 1991–1992: train information inquiry, elicited
speech: automatic prediction of boundaries, accents,
question/non-question� Verbmobil 1, 1993–1996: spontaneous speech, appoint-
ment scheduling dialogues, push-to-talk, automatic pre-
diction of boundaries, accents, question/non-question,
and dialogue acts in German and English� Verbmobil 2, 1997–2000: spontaneous speech, (mostly)
appointment scheduling dialogues, barge in, auto-
matic prediction of boundaries, accents, question/non-
question, dialogue acts, and speech repairs in German,
English (and Japanese); emotion (user’s state)� SmartKom, 1999-2003: spontaneous, multi–modal dia-
logue system (speech, gestures, facial expressions), au-
tomatic prediction of boundaries, accents, question/non-
question, and of emotions (user’s states) via speech and
mimic

What we see is a broadening of the scope along sev-
eral dimensions: from read to spontaneous speech, from syn-
tax/semantics to dialogue, from linguistics to emotions tomul-
timodality.

3. The Last 15 Years
Prosody is maybe the phonetic (and by that, acoustic) phe-
nomenon that is most inter–disciplinary, ‘across levels’,and not
‘within (one single) level’ of analysis. This can be illustrated
by Table 1 where we try to sketch the realm of prosody in ASU.
The numbers to the left simply denote the chronological order
in which we want to present the differentmain fields which
are, so to speak, the ‘smaller scientific drawers’. The ‘larger
scientific drawers’ are denoted with the three headingsLIN-
GUISTICS, PARALINGUISTICS, and PHYSIOLOGY. Within
linguistics, there are the fields ofphonetics, syntax/semantics
(as ‘core linguistics’),pragmatics, and those dealing with dif-
ferent varieties of language (dialects, sociolects) or with dif-
ferent languages. The column ‘primary objects’ denotes the
phenomena one mostly has to deal with – the objects of inves-
tigation, and ‘primary units’ those units extending over a cer-
tain time that mostly are taken as units of investigation. The
meansthat are used areprosodic andother acoustic/linguistic
means. Prosodic means can be local and the features are in such
case normally macro features, i.e., computed locally (‘struc-
tured prosodic features’ [14]), for a linguistically meaningful
unit (syllable, word, phrase) and leaving aside microprosodic
phenomena. Global units are larger and often given trivially in
the database, e.g., turns or whole stories. For these units,we can
of course use the same features as for local one, e.g., F0 maxima
and minima, duration, aso. At the same time, microprosodic
phenomena (jitter, shimmer, aso.) are often computed.z Other
acoustic means are most of the timespectral features. Other
linguistic means arelexicon (words, word classes, etc.) and –
shallow or deep –syntactic structure. In the last column, the
main applications are listed; to the right of the table, we indi-
cate the years of our BMBF projects that focused each on one
or two aspects of applied prosody.zThe dichotomies local/global and macro/micro are thus not clear–
cut but can be considered as significant tendencies.

We use the termINDEXICAL for those aspects that (nor-
mally) do not change at all or only within a longer stretch
of time: individual traits, languages, dialects and sociolects,
whereas notINDEXICALaspects are more or less arbitrary (in
the sense of de Saussure’sarbitraire du signe) and at the same
time, local. Typically, the prosodic parameters used for indexi-
cal aspects are global, whereas the other ones are local because
here, changes happen more frequently.

The prosodic aspects of the main applications that are listed
in Table 1 in systematic order (last column) can be sketched –
in ‘chronological order’ (numbers to the left of Table 1) – as
follows:

1. word recognition: A prior classification into +/- accen-
tuated syllables/words supports word recognition [23].

2. syntactic/semantic parser: The classification of
(phrase) boundaries and accents as well as of sentence
modality disambiguates syntactic/semantic readings [17,
24].

3. dialogue processing: The same prosodic features as
those used for syntactic/semantic parsing can be used for
the recognition of dialogue acts and dialogue act bound-
aries [25].

4. automatic dialogue systems:Critical phases in a dia-
logue between human user and automatic systems can
be recognized with the help of prosodic features [5].

5. language identification: Languages can be told apart
with the help of acoustic – amongst them prosodic – fea-
tures.

6. adaptation: Different varieties of a language can be
re–trained with the help of acoustic – amongst them
prosodic – features.

7. speaker adaptation, speaker verification and speaker
identification: For these three tasks, besides acoustic
features, prosodic features can be used as well.

8. diagnostics: For automatic procedures as, e.g., screen-
ing or diagnostics of more or less pathological speaker
traits, prosody can be used [22].

We want to stress that such a table cannot cover everything,
and that it gives only a very coarse picture, i.e., conveys the
main tendencies.x The table should thus rather be conceived
of as a sort of associative map: if experts are being asked what
they associate witha, they most likely might answer:b. Thus, if
experts are being ask what they associate with ”accent” within
ASU, they most likely might answer: The use of accent infor-
mation for syntactic/semantic parsing. If they are asked what
they think is most important in connection with more elabo-
rate automatic dialogue systems, as far as prosody is concerned
- and if it is not about parsing and dialogue acts - they really
might answer: the recognition of emotions/user states in order
to find trouble in communication.

A ‘classic’ paper is [18], cf. as well [34]. Prosody research
at our institute began in the mid eighties, with the first publica-
tions in 1987 and 1988 on sentence mood and accentuation (in
German), cf. [7]. Boundary detection was not very important
at the beginning, because the sentences were rather short, most
of the time read. The focus was on elicited, controlled speech,xFor instance, it can of course be doubted whether prosody used
within word recognition should only be attributed to phonetics and, the
other way round, whether prosody used for syntactic/semantic parsing
should only be attributed to pure linguistics and not to phonetics as well.



LINGUISTICS

main primary primary means: main projects
fields objects units prosody other applications

1. phonetics accents syll./words lexicon word recognition 85–90
syntax/ accents syllables

2. semantics boundaries words local macro lexicon syntactic/semantic parser 91–03
sentence mood phrases syntax

3. pragmatics dialogue acts etc., dialogue processing 93–00
5. INDEXICAL languages local macro language identification
6. varieties dialects everything global micro spectrum adaptation

INDEXICAL sociolects

PARALINGUISTICS

main primary primary means: main
fields objects units prosody other applications

emotions global micro lexicon
4. emotional attitudes phone (local) (macro) syntax automatic dialogue systems97–03

speaker’s state turn etc.,
7. individual speaker local macro spectrum adaptation, speaker

INDEXICAL speech style global micro verification/identification

PHYSIOLOGY

main primary primary means: main
fields objects units prosody other applications

biological speaker’s state/ phone
8. INDEXICAL idiosyncrasies turn global micro spectrum diagnostics

pathology

Table 1: The Realm of Prosody – and of Everything else – in Automatic Speech Understanding

on rather unspecific domains, only some few prosodic features
were used, and only some ‘core’–linguistic phenomena (bound-
aries, accents, questions) were dealt with.

Eventually, the focus was broadened towards spontaneous
speech, specific applications/domains, and a large prosodic fea-
ture vector. The features used were not confined to prosody
alone, i.e., prosody was used in combination with other knowl-
edge sources; further phenomena, as, e.g., dialogue structure
and emotion/user state became more important.

We want to illustrate the second and the fourth field with
experimental results obtained during the last two years; a state–
of–the–art report on prosody and dialogue processing covering
the third field has already been given in [25].

4. The Last Two Years
If we had to characterize shortly the development of prosody
research in the last years which surely can be extrapolated into
the future, we could say:‘Prosody goes multi’:multi–feature,
multi–knowledge, multi–function, multi–modal, multi–lingual,
etc.{ This development is conditioned by new, more realistic re-
quirements of spontaneous speech databases and more complex
tasks within human–computer–communication. By that, the
modelling of prosody in ASU is getting less uni–dimensional,
and certainly more adequate from a psycholinguistic point of{There is another important ‘multi’–aspect that we do not deal with
in this paper: the Multi–Partner aspect within large, distributed systems.
The solution that was chosen for VERBMOBIL is described in [35], cf.
as wellhttp://www.dfki.de/ bert/bellagio-2000-folien/sld001.htm

view – not necessarily because prosody works within ASU the
same way as psycholinguistic theories assume, but because its
contribution to understanding is more fully exploited.

We try to deal with the interesting aspects under several
‘multi’–headings; of course, different headings and different
topics under the specific headings could be imagined. The ex-
perimental results we will present have been obtained during
the last two years.

4.1. Multi–Feature

In the first projects during the eighties, we only used some
few prosodic features, cf. [7, 23]. In the VERBMOBIL project,
a large feature vector was developed comprising up to 276
syllable–based and word–based features modelling F0, dura-
tion, energy, and pause, cf. [14, 24]. As phone segmentation
cannot be obtained from the word recognition module, we even-
tually confined ourselves to 95 word–based features only, cf.
[2, 1]. It is of course not the exact number of (many) features
which is important but the basic approach to use many differ-
ent prosodic features that often are highly correlated witheach
other, and to leave it to the statistic classifier to find the appro-
priate weights for each feature. We certainly do not believethat
95 is ‘the magical number’ of prosodic features one should use.
In our different attempts to select the relevant features wemost
of the time ended up with a number which is larger than some 20
and less than some 50 features, cf. [3, 4]. For the moment, this
might be the realistic range for the ‘optimal’ number of features
within our approach. The feature set we have developed within
VERBMOBIL 2 is described in another paper presented at this



workshop; thus, we do not need to present the single features
here in more detail and only want to refer to [1].

It is possible to boil down the whole feature set onto some
two to five principal components (PCs) as predictor variables
without a considerable loss of classification performance [4].
By that, we can have a look at the relevance of single fea-
tures/feature groups for the classification of accents and bound-
aries in German and English. It turned out that:� Within the two languages, the impact of PCs is very sim-

ilar for boundaries and accents.� Across the two languages, there is a similar impact of
PCs.� The order of relevance is: first comes duration, then en-
ergy, then pause, then F0.

Similar results were obtained in other studies, cf. [30, 13],
especially, as far as the impact of duration features is concerned.
In [4, 1], we try to interpret this ranking. Such an approach that
represents the state–of–the–art nowadays can be characterized
as a sort of ‘shot–gun’ approach: a highly redundant featureset
is used, and by that, chances are that no information is lost.Our
experience throughout is, that results are not markedly worse if
the whole feature set is used even if a reduction of the number
of features often results in slightly better classificationrates.

We believe that we have reached a good level of adequacy,
as far as our feature set is concerned; thus during the last years,
the basics of our feature set were not dealt with anew. In-
stead, more weight was put onto the combination of prosody
with other linguistic knowledge, cf. section 4.2. It might still
take some more time to exploit this combination of knowledge
sources, but eventually, it might be necessary to have a second
look at the prosodic features themselves, cf. section 4.3.

4.2. Multi–Level, Multi–Knowledge, and Multi-Function

Acoustics alone is not enough in word recognition but has to be
combined with language model (LM) information. The same
holds for prosody: ‘pure’ prosody can of course be used alone,
cf. [32], but combined with other knowledge sources, better
classification results can be achieved. Actually, LMs are al-
most as good as prosodic information to predict the positionof
boundaries and accent that are annotated perceptually, without
taking into account syntactic information; moreover, LMs are
normally markedly better in predicting boundaries and accents
that are annotated syntactically, cf. [6, 8]. Still, a combination
of different knowledge sources across different levels of analy-
sis almost always yields the best results – and after all, even a
small improvement is welcome if performance is already well
above 80% correct classification.

The multi–functional aspect is the other side of the story:
on the one hand, several knowledge sources – amongst them
prosody – contribute to the recognition of a specific phe-
nomenon. On the other hand, prosody is multi–functional, i.e.,
it contributes to the recognition of different phenomena. In
4.2.1, we present results obtained for a rather ‘classic’ task,
namely the recognition of prosodic boundaries, and show how
a combination of prosodic features with part–of–speech (POS)
features and LM information improves classification. In section
4.2.2, prosody is used in a sort of preprocessing step for the
recognition and subsequent processing of speech repairs. Fi-
nally, in section 4.2.3, we present a new approach towards the
use of prosodic and other linguistic knowledge for finding crit-
ical phases (trouble in communication) in conversations with
automatic dialogue systems.

Combining syntactic and acoustic knowledge
POS-LM LM NN POS-NN CL RRp

86.3 87.8p
82.0 88.2p p
88.6 92.7p
88.2 89.2p p
89.8 93.2p p p
88.9 93.2p p p

(89.8) (93.2)

Table 2: Recognition results for phrase boundary recognition
in German with different combinations of acoustic and syntac-
tic knowledge; CL: class-wise computed recognition rate, i.e.,
mean of the recognition rates for the two classes, RR: overall
recognition rate

4.2.1. Combining Language Models and Neural Networks for
the Classification of Boundaries

The prosodic feature set and the POS features used for the ex-
periments described in this section are described elsewhere in
several papers, e.g., in [2, 1]; the features model duration, en-
ergy, pause, and F0 information for a context of five words,
as well as POS information for the same context. In previ-
ous experiments, it could be shown that a combination of LM
classifiers and neural networks (NNs) that are trained only on
acoustic–prosodic features, yielded better results for prosodic
boundary classification than each of the classifiers alone [17, 6].
This shows that syntactic and acoustic knowledge have to be
combined in some way to achieve optimal results.

In other experiments [9], we have shown that the classifi-
cation performance of the baseline NNs can be improved by
POS features; cf. as well [1]. Adding POS flags to the acoustic-
prosodic features is, basically, another way of combining acous-
tic and syntactic knowledge. Thus, after those experiments, it
still has to be shown that the POS information added during the
acoustic-prosodic classification is not redundant to the syntactic
information that can later be added by an LM.

We therefore performed several experiments with different
combinations of LMs and NNs (with and without POS flag fea-
tures). The combinations and classification results are shown
in Table 2. In the Table, POS-LM denotes an LM trained on
the sequence of POS classes instead of the spoken words. LM
denotes an LM which was trained on the sequence of words; a
very fine-grained category system was used in order to deal with
the limited training data. NN means an NN trained on acoustic-
prosodic features alone, whereas NN-POS means an NN trained
on acoustic-prosodic features and POS flags. The knowledge
sources are combined linearly. The optimal weighing factors
are determined on a training database.

The best results can be achieved with a combination of
POS-NN and LM. The result for POS-NN, POS-LM and LM
is equally good, but the weighing factor for the POS-LM is
0. Thus, the optimal combination of these three knowledge
sources excludes the POS-LM.

4.2.2. Prosody and Repairs

Speech repairs constitute a problem for the parsing of sponta-
neous speech: they should not be processed as such but rather
disregarded. Obligatory parts of a repair are the reparandum –



the ‘wrong’ part of the utterance, and the reparans – the correc-
tion of the reparandum. Between these two is the Interruption
Point IP which is often marked prosodically. In the utterance
ja ist in Ordnung MontagIP hm Sonntag den vierten(yes it’s
ok Monday IP uh Sunday the fourth), the result of syntactic
analysis should rather beja ist in Ordnung Sonntag den vierten
(yes it’s ok Sunday the fourth). In [31], we describe a repair
module within the VERBMOBIL system that performs this task.
The first step in this module is the localization of the IP with
the help of the prosody module. This module classifies each
word boundary in the word hypotheses graph as a regular or an
irregular boundary. Irregular boundaries are seen as hypotheses
for IPs. For each word boundary, a vector with prosodic and
POS features is determined. Table 3 shows the problem of a

Recognized
Reference IP :IP
IP 502 57:IP 18376 33110

Table 3: Results for prosodic interruption point (IP)–detection

pure prosodic detection. 91% of all IPs are found but there are
many false alarms. This is a general problem of binary statis-
tic classifiers in cases where the proportion of the two classes
is extreme. So what can be achieved with prosody alone is not
a good overall classification but an impressive reduction ofthe
search space: we only disregard some 10% of the IPs and can
reduce the number of possible IPs that have to be processed fur-
ther by the repair module from 33.167 to 18.878! This demon-
strates that prosody cannot only be used successfully in a fully
integrated approach, cf. section 4.2.1, but in a sequentialap-
proach as well.k
4.2.3. Prosody and Emotion

Automatic dialogue systems used in call-centers, for instance,
should be able to determine in a critical phase of the dialogue -
indicated by the costumers vocal expression of anger/irritation
- when it is better to pass over to a human operator. At a first
glance, this seems not to be a complicated task: It is reported
in the literature that emotions can be told apart quite reliably on
the basis of prosodic features. However, these results are most
of the time achieved in a laboratory setting, with experienced
speakers (actors), and with elicited, controlled speech.

In a first step, we collected data from a single, experienced,
acting person. These data comprise 1240 ‘neutral’ turns pro-
duced within the VERBMOBIL scenario that were collected for
reasons independent of the aims of this study, and 96 turns in
which the speaker was asked to imagine situations in which the
VERBMOBIL system was malfunctioning and in which he was
getting angry, for instance:Das ist doch unglaublich!(That’s
really unbelievable!). These data are referred to in the follow-
ing asACTOR data. In a second step, data were elicited from 19
more or less ‘naive’ subjects who read 50 neutral and 50 emo-
tional sentences each (the subset of the emotional sentences was
a subset of the emotional utterances produced in theACTORsce-
nario). These data are referred to asREAD data. In a third, more
elaborate step, a WOZ scenario [12] was designed to provoke
reactions to probable system malfunctions with the followingkNote that the architecture of the whole VERBMOBIL system is
rather sequential than integrated, due to the fact that different modules
have been developed by different partners at different sites, cf. [16].

aims:� The experimental design should elicit speakers’ sponta-
neous, unprompted, reactions to different kinds of possi-
ble system malfunctions.� The design should enable us to identify changes in the
emotional state of the respective speaker, that is, identify
problematic phases in the interaction between the human
user and the supposed system without reliance on intu-
itive judgments.� The design should furthermore allow us to determine
which linguistic properties may function as indicators of
TROUBLE IN COMMUNICATION.

Table 4 shows all of the phenomena that we use at present
for finding TROUBLE IN COMMUNICATION, the number of
classes, how we obtained the labels, and which classifier(s)we
use to find them. This combination constitutes just a sort of
snapshot and is not yet a ‘full–grown’, unified approach. The
reference we want to recognize is, for theACTOR and READ

data, the words in those turns that are produced as ‘emotional’,
and for the WOZ data, words that are annotated as displaying
prosodic peculiarities, as, e.g., lengthening, hyperarticulation,
or emphasis; for details, cf. [5].

phenomena # source
prosodic features * 91 extracted

automatically
part–of–speech 6 annotated in the
features POS * lexicon by hand
dialogue act features DA 18 LM: trained with

VERBMOBIL data,
automatic annotation

prosodic peculiarities 10/2 annotated by hand

repetitions 2 annotated automatically
(Levenshtein distance)

syntactic–prosodic 5 LM: trained with
S boundaries VERBMOBIL data,

automatic annotation

Table 4: Concepts used for WOZ classification; starred phe-
nomena: used forACTOR/READ as well; the first four phenom-
ena are used for the experiments reported on in Table 5.

Actor Read WOZ
# of cases 10316 13053 28649
features avRec avRec avRec
prosodic 95.4 77.4 73.2
POS 72.2 63.0 66.1
POS, only 0 72.4 57.6 64.1
pros./POS 95.7 79.6 73.7

Table 5: LDA, leave-one-out, best classification result in per-
cent with different feature combinations for Actor, Read, and
WOZ.

Table 5 shows a comparison of classification results with
different feature combinations forACTOR, READ, and WOZ.
Basically, good experimental results could be achieved forthe
ACTOR scenario, which mirrors most of the results reported on
in the literature; for theREAD data results were worse; the dif-
ference can be traced back to speaker idiosyncrasies and to



WOZ
# of case 28649
features avRec
DA 56.1
POS/DA 66.8
pros./DA 73.4
pros./POS/DA 74.2

Table 6: LDA, leave-one-out, best classification result in per-
cent with DA information for WOZ.

the fact that speakers were less experienced. For the WOZ
data, which is closest to the ‘real-life’-task, classification re-
sults were even less convincing. We are thus faced with a
well-known problem: The closer we get to the constellation we
want to model (dialogue between automatic systems and ‘naive’
users/customers), the worse our recognition rates will be.The
dilemma from our perspective is thus that the closer we get to
real life applications, the less visible is emotion, which is why
the target needs to beTROUBLE IN COMMUNICATION, and clas-
sification has to be based on a combination of different knowl-
edge resources. In Tables 5 and 6, we display results for some
of these possible combinations; it turns out that the more knowl-
edge we use, the better the classification will be: in Table 5,it
can be seen that normally, better classification can be achieved
with the use of more feature classes, in Table 6, it can be seen
that for the WOZ data, where dialogue act information is avail-
able, this information contributes to classification performance
as well.

Until now, emotion is normally processed as a pure acous-
tic/prosodic phenomenon – as if it were purely indexical; we
have seen, however, that such an approach is suboptimal if
we have to deal with more natural data and not only with
acted speech. Emotion should instead be treated along the
same lines as linguistic phenomena, i.e., taking into account all
other linguistic knowledge one can get, and eventually, non–
linguistic knowledge as well, cf. section 4.3. In the following,
we sketch our moduleMonitoring of User State [especially
of] Emotion MOUSE which combines these different context-
dependent and independent properties in a single model. In the
communication between system and user, the user behavior is
supposed to mirror the state of the communication. If there are
no problems (felicitous communication) or only minor prob-
lems (slight misunderstandings) which can be solved, the user
behaves neutrally and is not emotionally engaged. If, however,
there are severe recurrent misunderstandings (error ‘spirals’, cf.
[20]), that is, if there isTROUBLE IN COMMUNICATION, then
the user behavior changes accordingly; it is marked: overt sig-
nalling of emotions – changes in prosody, mimic, etc. – and
particular, context-dependent strategies, i.e., different strategies
to find ways out of these error spirals, can be observed. If there
is such trouble, our module MOUSE should trigger an action,
for instance, by initiating a clarification dialogue, cf. Figure 2.
In such a case, the communication will recover gracefully. If,
however, no action is taken, chances are that the user becomes
more and more frustrated, and sooner or later he or she will
break off the communication (dead end, point of no return).

Figure 1 gives a rough outline of the interaction of MOUSE
with a dialogue system: Input into the system is a speech sig-
nal which is processed by the word recognizer and the language
understanding component. Input into the dialogue manager is
a semantic representation which is passed on, together withthe
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Figure 1: MoUSE: Overview

speech signal, to MOUSE. If MOUSE recognizes an utterance
as neutral, it signals ‘no trouble’, further normal dialogue pro-
cessing is initiated, and an answer is generated and synthesized.
If, however, MOUSE classifies the utterance as ‘indicating trou-
ble’, an action as further specified in Figure 2 is initiated,and
again, an answer is generated and synthesized.

In Figure 2, the architecture of MOUSE is sketched in more
detail. The components that are already implemented are high-
lighted. Starting point is a user independent training based on
data that are as close to the intended application as possible. For
training of the ‘normal’ modules other than MOUSE in an auto-
matic dialogue system, such as word recognition, ‘neutral’and
‘emotional’ data are processed together; for the training of the
classifier ofTROUBLE IN COMMUNICATION, separate classes
have to be trained. For the actual use of this module, it might
be advantageous to use a clearly defined neutral phase for the
adaptation of the system. For each of the pertaining phenomena
that can be found, a separate classifier is used whose output is
a probability rating. All probabilities are weighted�� and result
in one single probability that triggers an action if it is above a
certain value. This value has to be adjusted to the special needs
of the application, for instance, whether one wants to get a high
recall or a high precision, or whether both should be balanced.
(If the costs of failing to recognize emotions are high – for in-
stance, if important customers may be lost – recall should be
high, even if there are many false alarms and by that, preci-
sion is low.) Retraining and a different weighting of classifier
results may also be necessary for adaptation to different sce-
narios. The action invoked can at least be one of the following
possibilities: Easiest is probably to return to a veryrestricted,
system–guided dialogue; a clarification dialogue needs more
sophistication; tohand over to a human operatormeans to
cut off automatic processing but, of course, it is the most se-
cure strategy to yield graceful recovery of the communication.
A straightforward way of ‘calming down’ the user could be to
make the system apologize, cf. [11].

From a methodological point of view, the strategy is thus
the same for the ‘core linguistic’ phenomena boundaries and
accents on the one hand, and for the paralinguistic phenomena
emotion/user state on the other hand: not to use prosody alone
but to combine it with several other knowledge sources; as for
work along comparable lines, cf. [13, 19, 20, 26, 27].��The different scores are weighted, similar to the LM weight used in
speech recognition. We use an automatic procedure based on gradient
descent for optimization, cf. [37].
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4.3. Multi–Modal

Even advanced state of the art human-machine interfaces are
at most to a very rudimentary extent multi–modal, i.e., not as
close to human–human–communication as possible. Such an
interaction includes, besides the well-established machine input
devices and speech, at least the use of the modalities mimic and
gesture. Just as in human-human communication, these modal-
ities should be used for transmission of information and, atthe
same time, to transmit the user state of the communication part-
ner during interaction. By that we mean emotional states such
as neutral, anger, or joy, as well as general states (stress,fa-
tigue), and states shedding some light on the communication
(surprise, being puzzled). SmartKom is such a multi–modal
dialogue system that combines speech, gesture, and mimic as
human input and as system output, cf. [36, 28]. In Figure 2, one
of the classifiers that is not yet used is the one for mimic; the
integration of this knowledge source is one of our main tasks
within the SmartKom–project. We concentrate on the transmis-
sion of the user’s state rather than on the detection of ‘linguis-
tically relevant’ head movements that transmit information as,
e.g., head nodding. The fusion of the information from the dif-
ferent modalities has to take into account different timingof
different modalities: a user state can be indicated with oneor
several modalities, with complete, partial or no overlap.

Currently we are in the phase of integrating and fine-tuning
the classifiers for the different modalities, and refrain therefore
from giving preliminary results. What could be observed yet
is two marked differences to the speech data obtained within
the VERBMOBIL project: on the one hand, multi–modality fa-
vors elliptic speech because gesture can be used as a sort of
anaphoric reference, and new phenomena, for instance off–talk,
cf. [28] can be observed, and on the other hand, if we have to
use data from a microphone array and not from a head–set mi-

crophone, the worse S/N ratio yields a drastic deterioration of
the quality of the prosodic features extracted. Thus it might be
not only necessary to re–train the classifiers but also to have a
second look at feature extraction in general.

4.4. Multi–Lingual

Normally, a prosody module is developed and implemented for
only one single language. In a multi–lingual system, however,
for instance, a system for flight reservations that tries to encom-
pass some of the main world languages, it is not optimal to stick
to such an approach. In this section we want to show that it re-
ally pays off in terms of performance if only one multi–lingual
prosody module is used.

In the VERBMOBIL system, prosodic information is com-
puted for the three languagesGerman, English, andJapanese;
details can be found in [2]. First a prosody module for each of
these languages was integrated in the system. Thus a lot of com-
mon data and procedures for all languages could not be shared.
To reduce the memory requirements we integrated the language
dependent modules into onemultilingual prosody modulewhere
other languages easily can be added. The architecture of the
multilingual prosodic module is shown in Figure 3.

It is possible to share the feature extraction and classifica-
tion procedures in a multilingual module because they are lan-
guage independent. The language dependent data, for instance,
duration normalization tables, and specific classifiers arekept
in different structures. Via configuration files individualclassi-
fication parameters for each language, for instance, the different
sizes of the n–grams, can be loaded. The prosody module has
to deal with different incoming and outgoing data. The com-
munication is done with thePool Communication Architecture
(PCA) which is described in [16]. Input into the prosody mod-
ule is the speech signal and the word hypotheses graph (WHG),



output is an annotated WHG, now including additional prosodic
information for each word. Furthermore, a set of prosodic fea-
tures is passed onto the synthesis module. In more detail, pro-
cessing in the prosody module can be described as follows:� The control component handles the global behavior of

the prosody module, for instance: ‘get the WHG’, ‘start
classification’. Furthermore, the language dependent
behavior can be configured here, for instance, specific
combinations of neural network classifiers and language
model classifiers.� The PCA in VERBMOBIL works event driven. Depend-
ing on which data pool first indicates incoming data,
the handler for that particular data pool is called. Each
data pool gets input from the word recognition mod-
ule for one language. Thus, the control component se-
lects the corresponding language dependent data, for
instance, language–specific normalization tables, which
are needed for the feature extraction.� The WHG component then traverses the WHG. At each
node the feature extraction component is called.� The feature extraction component uses the language de-
pendent data structure, the word hypotheses and word
intervals from the WHG. The result is a feature vector
which is passed to the classification component.� The classification component classifies the feature vec-
tor using language dependent classifier information. For
that we use neural networks which can be combined with
language models. The classification result is handed
back to the WHG component.� The WHG component annotates the WHG correspond-
ingly.� After all edges of the WHG have been processed the an-
notated WHG is delivered to the output data pool.

The structure of the multilingual module has several advan-
tages. It can be easily extended as mentioned above. In orderto
add a new language only a few changes to the configuration file
have to be made, i.e. the language dependent parameters have
to be set. Furthermore, the memory requirement of the multilin-
gual module after some optimization steps (64 MByte) is a lot
smaller than the sum of the memory needed for three modules
(291 MByte).

It really might be possible to use identical feature sets for
related languages; it still has to be proven whether this is possi-
ble for unrelated languages, and it might definitely not be pos-
sible to treat, for instance, tone and not–tone languages with the
same approach.

5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we wanted to give an overview of the trends in
prosody research for ASU during the last years, exemplified
with the work that has been conducted at our institute. We
concentrated on one – in our opinion central – aspect: how
prosody outgrew the restrictions posed upon it in the labora-
tory and made some steps into the real world. By that, it surely
lost some precision but gained more reality. Emphasis was put
on the interplay of prosodic information with other knowledge
sources and at the same time, on the work conducted during the
last two years; for an overview of prosody and dialogue pro-
cessing, cf. as well [25].

ClassificationProcessing of
WHGsJapanese

English

German

Feature
Extraction

Control

English
Japanese

German English
Japanese

German
Input Data Pools: Output Data Pools:

pre-computed language dependent data

Figure 3: Architecture of the multilingual prosody module for
prosodic processing.

If we go back to Table 1, we could say that we are just
midways on the full exploitation of prosody as a knowledge
source for ASU: topics 1-4 listed in Table 1 and in section
3 represent the core topics of prosody research conducted in
larger projects; topics 5 to 8 are only dealt with sparsely until
now, cf. [15, 33, 10, 29, 22]. We do not know yet whether this
is because main stream research simply was not interested in
these topics, or because prosody is not that important for these
topics as a knowledge source. There is still plenty to do within
those fields that at the moment are object of investigation, but
after a while, we surely will come back to the old questions
again, as, e.g., prosody and word recognition, or feature
computation and selection.
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